
Brother Scan n Cut & More
Monstera Leaf Coaster: Scan to Cut & Embroidery 

Class Supplies for SnC
Scan n Cut
G Power Cord
G USB Stick - with nothing store on it.

Scan n Cut Accessories
G Standard Mat
G Scanning Mat
G Auto Blade
G New Rotary Blade  - Optional
G All the accessories you received when you purchased the machine (except a roller feed).

Things like roller, scraper, pick, stylus, etc.

Fabric
G Good quality cork fabric - two 7" squares.
G I’ll supply the felt. The fee for the felt will be $3.00 for 4 pieces of wool/rayon felt. Payable

to instructor at class time.

Notions and Miscellaneous
G Dry iron & pressing mat - optional. 
G Freezer Paper - roll or 8.5" x 11" sheets
G 8.5" square ruler - either Quilter’s elect or Creative Grids - we stock Quilter’s Select.
G Small rotary mat (12"x 18"  is a good class size).
G Rotary cutter

See the next page for Embroidery Supplies.



Class Supplies for Embroidery

Embroidery Machine
G Power Cord
G Embroidery Foot
G 6" wide or wider hoop. A 6" x 6" hoop is perfect.

Wet n Gone Tacky Stabilizer
G 12" or 15" wide

Needle and Thread
G 90/14 Microtex Needle
G Embroidery Bobbin Thread
G 40wt Embroidery Thread

NOTE: The color of your embroidery thread depends upon the felt you select. The color of
the felt you select depends upon the color of your cork fabric. Because the cork fabric
shows through the holes in the felt, you’ll want to select a felt that will compliment
the cork.

There are felt samples in the store for you. You can use the samples to select the
thread color. Please bring your cork with you when you shop for the thread. Select a
thread color that blends with the felt color you select.

We have very few thread color choices in the classroom. 

Tools and Notions
G Several pairs of thread snips or small scissors.
G Scissors to cut away the Wet n Gone Sticky stabilizer.
G Fusible interfacing (not stabilizer) Pellon 950F Shir-Tailor - 1 yard - available at Joann

Fabrics

We will not be gluing the coaster together in the classroom. Instructions will cover this
step.


